THREE QUOTES FOR FALL CONCERT PURCHASED BY NEW

MISTAKE IN ENGRAVING POSTER DELAYS ADVERTISING FOR EVENTS

NO STAG LINE FOR CHRISTMAS CONCERT

POSTER HELD UP AT LAST MINUTE

SECOND ALFRED TALK OF THIS YEAR: S. P. Bush Will Speak on "The Engineer in Industry"

WILL GIVE FRESHMAN PHYSICAL TESTING THE NEXT SEMESTER

SECOND ALFRED TALK OF THIS YEAR: S. P. Bush Will Speak on "The Engineer in Industry"

ENGINEER WILL TELL OF BOSTON ELECTRIC POWER STATION

HEALTH OF PRESIDENT CONTINUES TO IMPROVE

ECONOMISTS TO VISIT FIRST NATIONAL BANK

OFFICIAL UNDERGRADUATE NEWS ORGAN OF TECHNOLOGY

ADVISORY COUNCIL MAKES AWARDS TO PARKINSON-BEMIS

BASEBALL SITUATION IS DISCUSSED: T-MATTER TAHLED UNTIL NEXT MEETING

SIX E'S MADE AWARDS AT THE ASSEMBLY OF THE ADVISORY COUNCIL FOR ATHLETIC AWARDS. THE E'S MAKE AWARDS TO THE GAMES OF THE FUTURE.
PILLAGING THE DORMS

Too much cannot be said in deplored the repeated stealing in the dormitories. If an official day a week could be kept the thieves away, this condition would be an exceedingly valuable contribution to the dormitory community.

Penalty and punishment is not sufficient. Some action, some concerted effort needs to be taken to discover or discourage the thieving thoughts that play on the unscrupulous minds of some students. The situation is chaotic, security of property is nil, and general confidence among the students is no longer possible.

In case that the dormitory thieves are from the outside, then, certainly their very occurrence creates a suspicion and regrettable tendency to be invoked by the fear of losing what their own collection of students should be the most trustworthy and continued of confidence among each other. To make such confidence is absolutely essential that such occurrences as these be eliminated at or made at least temporary.

Should the thug be some one connected with the Institute in any manner, then it should be a matter of most gravity, and one with whom no leniency is to be shown, as it is necessary to apply to the dooms of the thief. Here is a chance for some real action.

These same remarks are applicable to the person who steals an overcoat at a freshman chemistry lecture yesterday. It is difficult to escape the impression that such deeds are not enough men out for swimming. "Take your orders and you'll help us both."

Fashion and Style in Young Men's Suits

Fashion is one thing and Style quite another. Fashion lays down the broad laws of general expression. Style is the detail of that expression.

Defining accurately the summary of both, any external or exaggeration is the outstanding feature in young men's suits as sponsored by our house. Forward looking youths are quick to appreciate so important an influence.

Young Men's Sack Suits

Sack Suits at $45 to $60 Ready-to-Wear

Priced $45 to $60 Ready-to-Wear

(Yong Men's Dept., Second Floor)

PAUL A. STEPHENSON '28
BROoke ERNARD & CO. and SHERVE CRUMP & LOW CO.

A Tech student with eleven years' experience repairing watches will do your work at wholesale prices. I can save you 20-30% on all purchases of watches and jewelry.

Give me your orders and I'll help you both.

"Wally"浆 at the Biclyy Key Office, Boston, will take your order and give you a receipt, or we will send the goods to you.

Price of Appearance

Tradition has it that those who have are not noticeably careless about paying something for nothing. In fact, they exercise the same shrewdness in buying clothing that they do in making investments. They buy the best for as little as the best can be bought.

Custom-made Suits at $20

Customer Topcoats, $75 to $90


LOUIS PINKOS

IMPORTING TAILORS

Sargent Bldg., 2nd Floor

48 Bromfield St., Boston.
AFTER the game, concert or theatre, come and enjoy a delicious college ice cream on ice cream sodas. You might like to try our waffles and creamed ice cream.

RENT A CADILLAC
for your wedding, a special occasion or for the usual chauffeur trips.

J. H. Howe, metallurgical engineer of the Taylor-Wharton Iron and Steel Company, delivered a lecture on manganese steel, the first of a series of talks on "Engineering Topics," at the University Club in room 305 of the Science Hall on Thursday afternoon.

DANDRUFF on your "tuck" collar is entirely natural. However, getting! the right crowd, keeping your 'Vaseline' rods out of reach, and making stiff hair look glossy and wavy, are all as easy as pie.

Robert L. Jordan, of the company, said that the steel was unusually bright. The epee will be used most frequently, at least in the first order. The mask be transferred to the other weapons. This order will undergo a revolution more far reaching than in the past.

J. H. Howe, metallurgical engineer of the Taylor-Wharton Iron and Steel Company, delivered a lecture on manganese steel, the first of a series of talks on "Engineering Topics," at the University Club in room 305 of the Science Hall on Thursday afternoon.

DANDRUFF on your "tuck" collar is entirely natural. However, getting! the right crowd, keeping your 'Vaseline' rods out of reach, and making stiff hair look glossy and wavy, are all as easy as pie.
"THE GOLD DIGGers" PROVES CLEVER Farce

"The Gold Diggers" at the St. James, though it may have already been seen by many, is ope- ningly and cleverly in play. Those interested in the methods of controlling the sentiment of a play will be interested in the way in which it is brought about.

The opening scene gives us an insight into the life of the chorus girls, and is cleverly done. All of them are hus- banded on the management of this close of the house, and are all advertised in the American Mercury. The girls are usually through the stage door, and all of them are cleverly handled by Jerry Lanner. Miss Hite is the outstanding member of the cast.

The first act is well staged, and the action progresses rather quickly when it is on the stage. Without her, the play would suffer tremen- dously.

Mme. G. S. G.

Since the play is not committed by the way in which the chorus girls are in- volved in the play, in more ways than one. Even so, the main parts could and should be given more prominence.

The plus points upon the opening scene of a refusal of a fall in music to sustain the passage of the music in a more vivid way, are the clever. The play is against the trend of the American Mercury.

ARTISTS AND MODELS" PROVES CLEVER Farce

A much disliked "Artists and Models" at the St. James, though it may have already been seen by many, is ope- ningly and cleverly in play. Those interested in the methods of controlling the sentiment of a play will be interested in the way in which it is brought about.

The opening scene gives us an insight into the life of the chorus girls, and is cleverly done. All of them are hus- banded on the management of this close of the house, and are all advertised in the American Mercury. The girls are usually through the stage door, and all of them are cleverly handled by Jerry Lanner. Miss Hite is the outstanding member of the cast.

The first act is well staged, and the action progresses rather quickly when it is on the stage. Without her, the play would suffer tremen- dously.

Mme. G. S. G.

Since the play is not committed by the way in which the chorus girls are in- volved in the play, in more ways than one. Even so, the main parts could and should be given more prominence.

The plus points upon the opening scene of a refusal of a fall in music to sustain the passage of the music in a more vivid way, are the clever. The play is against the trend of the American Mercury.